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Abstract—This paper reviews the application of the Volterra se-
ries expansion to fiber-optic communication systems and perfor-
mance evaluation of dispersion maps. It is shown that under certain
conditions periodically dispersion-managed multispan systems can
be approximated by simple single-span systems with dispersion
precompensation. This single-span approximation can help us to
identify equivalent system configurations and estimate optimum
system parameters. To set an example, the single-span model is em-
ployed to analyze transmission systems based on the return-to-zero
on–off-keying modulation format and direct detection.

Index Terms—Dispersion management, fiber nonlinearity,
Volterra series expansion.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE capacity and reach of fiber-optic communication
systems are limited by the inherent nonlinearity of the

transmission medium silica fiber. A very effective approach to
minimize accumulation of nonlinear distortion along fiber-optic
links is the optimization of the cumulated dispersion profile,
commonly referred to as dispersion management. Based on the
Volterra series expansion, we propose a single-span model of
fiber-optic links, which can be used to simplify this time-con-
suming optimization process.

The Volterra series expansion as a tool to model nonlinear
systems has been applied to optical fibers by Peddanarappagari
and Brandt-Pearce in 1997 [1]. Since then it has been success-
fully used to model interchannel nonlinear effects such as cross-
phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM), which
can be major impairments in fiber-optic wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) transmission systems [2]. More recently,
a time-domain counterpart of the frequency-domain Volterra
transfer function—the power-weighted dispersion distribution
function—was applied to analytically derive the generation of
ghost pulses due to intrachannel four-wave mixing (IFWM) in
high-speed pulse-overlapped transmission [3]. The major draw-
back of the Volterra series expansion is its slow convergence and
insufficient accuracy for large input powers, i.e., in the highly
nonlinear regime. Although its accuracy is comparable to other
alternative methods such as the regular perturbation approach
[4], it should only be applied under the condition of a weakly
nonlinear regime [5].
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Proper dispersion management can reduce the accumulation
of nonlinear distortion in fiber-optic transmission systems. Con-
sequently, Louchet applied the Volterra series to systems with
single-periodic dispersion maps and derived a closed form so-
lution for the received optical signal. However, the described
equivalent single-fiber model does not account for dispersion
precompensation [6]. In the present paper, we extend this ap-
proach to a more general class of systems, including disper-
sion precompensation and randomly varying residual disper-
sion per span. Furthermore, we propose an approximation of the
third-order Volterra kernel transform in order to yield an equiv-
alent single-span description with simple parameters to char-
acterize the nonlinear properties of a wide range of possible
system configurations. This single-span approximation is in line
with important design rules derived in recent years, pertaining
to the dependence of nonlinear impairments on cumulated non-
linear phase [7], bit rate, and fiber dispersion [8], [9] and disper-
sion map [10], [11]. It is shown that these design rules define the
parameters of the equivalent single-span system and thus the ap-
proximate first-order nonlinear perturbation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we start by
introducing the nonlinear transfer function of a single fiber and
subsequently include dispersion precompensation and residual
dispersion per span in a system consisting of multiple fiber
spans. Finally, a randomly varying residual dispersion as it is
common in practical systems is also considered. Section III
presents a possible application of the model by an exemplary
analysis of systems based on the return-to-zero on–off-keying
(RZ-OOK) modulation format.

II. THE NONLINEAR TRANSFER FUNCTION

Propagation of the complex envelope of the electric
field along the spatial coordinate of a single-mode fiber is de-
scribed by the well-known nonlinear Schrödinger equation. Ne-
glecting higher order dispersion and stimulated inelastic scat-
tering processes, such as stimulated Raman scattering, it can be
expressed in the time domain as [12]

(1)

where is a retarded time frame moving with the
group velocity , is the group-velocity dispersion,

is the attenuation coefficient of the fiber, and is its nonlinear
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coefficient. In order to derive the frequency-domain Volterra se-
ries, it is practical to transform (1) into the frequency domain.
The Fourier transform of (1) is

(2)

where is the Fourier transform of and
for brevity. In a weakly nonlinear regime, the complex

envelope can be approximated with the Volterra series
expansion up to third order as [1]

(3)

where stands for and and
are the first- and third-order Volterra

kernel transforms, respectively. In the following, we note
for conciseness of notation. The

kernel transforms are determined by substituting (3) into (2).
After some calculations (for convenience a detailed derivation
is given in Appendixes I and II), the complex envelope of the
electric field after transmission over fiber sections can be
approximated in the frequency domain as

(4)

where is a small perturbation of the linear solution
due to fiber nonlinearity. The nonlinear perturbation can be
expressed through a double convolution as [6]

(5)

where . The nonlinear transfer function
depends on the physical parameters of the transmission

system and is signal independent. For a concatenation of
fiber sections, the nonlinear transfer function can be written in
the following form:

(6)

where and are the cumulated gain and dispersion
at the beginning of the mth fiber, and , , and
are the length, group-velocity dispersion, attenuation, and
nonlinear coefficient of the mth fiber, respectively. Please note
that throughout this paper cumulated dispersion in units ps/nm
is denoted by . The relation between this parameter and

in (6) is , with wavelength and the
speed of light . Using this notation and have the same
sign, but has units ps .

The key assumptions for (4)–(6) to be valid are as follows.
1) Small signal power and thus small nonlinear perturbation

verifying , i.e., operation
in a weakly nonlinear transmission regime [1], [5].

2) Higher order nonlinear perturbative terms are assumed to
be negligible. This condition may not be fulfilled for high-
span counts.

3) Nonlinear interaction between amplifier noise and signal
(e.g., Gordon–Mollenauer phase noise [13]) must be neg-
ligible. This condition may not be fulfilled for high-span
counts or systems operating at a low-optical signal-to-noise
ratio (OSNR) and can be problematic when dealing with
phase-modulated signals.

A. Single-Span System

Assuming a single fiber with length , the nonlinear
transfer function of this fiber is obtained from (6) with
as

(7)

where is its 3 dB bandwidth which is related
through to the nonlinear diffusion bandwidth de-
rived in [6]. An analogue expression for the single-span kernel
has been derived through averaged propagation models in ear-
lier contributions by Turitsyn and coworkers [14], [15].

Relating the bandwidth to a measure for the spectral width
of the input signal, e.g., to the bit rate as , yields
a dimensionless parameter which is a direct measure for the
maximum number of overlapping and nonlinearly interacting
pulses in a single-wavelength channel within the effective length

of a fiber [16]. Therefore, it universally describes
the strength of intrachannel nonlinear effects. This result was
also obtained empirically by numerical simulations in [9] and
without inclusion of the attenuation coefficient in [8]. Further-
more, (7) is closely related to the impact of FWM, where
describes the phase mismatch of the interacting fields, and
is the efficiency of the FWM process [17].

Fig. 1 shows the magnitude and phase of the transfer func-
tion as a function of for 80 km of nonzero dispersion-
shifted fiber (NZDSF) with a dispersion parameter of

ps nm and standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) with
ps nm . Lower local dispersion leads to a broad-

ening of the transfer function. Consequently, more frequency
components of the input signal participate significantly in the
nonlinear processes affecting the signal at angular frequency .
This reflects the well-known fact that the impact of FWM is
more severe at lower local dispersion [17], [18].

Commonly, a certain amount of dispersion precompensation
is used to predistort the launched signal at the transmitter and
thereby reduce the impact of fiber nonlinearity on the signal
[19], [20]. Assuming linear transmission through the precom-
pensating fiber, dispersion precompensation can be included in
the single-fiber transfer function through the cumulated disper-
sion profile . For a single fiber with precompensation, the
cumulated dispersion is , where
is the amount of dispersion precompensation in units ps . With
(6), the transfer function of a single fiber preceded by dispersion
precompensation is then

(8)

Introducing a precompensation thus only affects the phase of the
nonlinear transfer function and has no effect on its magnitude.
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Fig. 1. Normalized magnitude and phase of the single-span nonlinear transfer
function � ���� for� � �� �	,� � ��
 ����	, and (a,b)� �  ps��nm�

�	�, i.e., � � � � �� ��� �� , and (c,d) � � �� ps��nm � �	�, i.e.,
� � 
�
� � �� ��� �� at a wavelength of � � ���� �m. Shown are the
exact function according to (23) (circles) and its approximation according to (7)
(line).

Fig. 2. Profile of the cumulated dispersion in a single-periodic dispersion map
with dispersion precompensation � and residual dispersion per span � .

B. Single-Periodic Dispersion Maps

A common scheme for dispersion management is the single-
periodic dispersion map [20]. Ideally, it consists of identical
spans, each comprising of a transmission fiber and a disper-
sion-compensating fiber (DCF). Depending on the length of the
DCF there is usually a certain amount of residual dispersion per
span. The dispersion profile of such a map is shown in
Fig. 2. Assuming low input power into the DCF and thus negli-
gible nonlinear impact, they act as ideal lumped dispersion com-
pensation modules at positions . Under the assumption of
identical spans, the length, attenuation, group-velocity disper-
sion, and nonlinear coefficients of the transmission fibers are
the same in each span, and (6) simplifies to [6]

(9)

Further simplification is possible by noting that loss is usually
compensated per span (i.e., ) and fibers are relatively
long (i.e., ). Assuming identical spans means that
there is a constant residual dispersion per span . With the
cumulated dispersion at the beginning of the th span

(9) can be written as

(10)

with the nonlinear transfer function of a single fiber ac-
cording to (7). Evaluating the geometric series in (10) yields

(11)

with

(12)

For very small arguments of the sine functions, i.e., for

(13)

(11) can finally be approximated as

(14)

Essentially, this is the -fold transfer function of a single fiber
with an additional phase shift governed by . In this case,

can be interpreted as the amount of dispersion precom-
pensation of an equivalent single-span system, which becomes
clear when comparing (14) to (8). Within the validity of the
first-order perturbation approach and (13), systems with arbi-
trary single-periodic dispersion maps can thus be described by
simple single-span systems. The performance of the single-span
system and the -span system will be comparable, provided
that the average launch power is scaled such that the overall
average nonlinear phase shift [7]

(15)

remains constant. However, the boundaries placed by (13) are
quite strict. Should the approximation (14) be at least accurate
for , it follows from (13) that .
This means that the cumulated residual dispersion over all spans
has to be much less than the cumulated dispersion over twice the
effective length of the transmission fiber. Extensive numerical
simulations for OOK as well as differential phase-shift keying
(DPSK) have shown that the match in terms of required OSNR
penalty is reasonably good for , e.g., for
five spans of SSMF, [21], [22].

Fig. 3(a) shows the magnitude of the nonlinear transfer func-
tion for a system with large residual dispersion per span corre-
sponding to 40 km uncompensated SSMF length. Clearly, the
approximation of the main lobe, even for is very
poor. On the other hand, the approximation is quite good for
small residual dispersion per span as seen in Fig. 3(b).

C. Randomly Varying Residual Dispersion per Span

In practical transmission systems, residual dispersion per
span (RDPS) usually varies from span to span due to a cer-
tain granularity of lumped dispersion-compensating modules
(DCM), e.g., DCM-20 which compensate 20 km of SSMF are
commonly used in 10 Gb/s systems. The model developed in
the preceding section cannot be applied to these systems in
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Fig. 3. Magnitude of the nonlinear transfer function for 10 � 80 km SSMF
without dispersion precompensation and residual dispersion per span corre-
sponding to (a) 40 km and (b) 2 km of SSMF. The dashed line shows the
magnitude of � ����.

a straightforward manner. However, it is possible to find an
approximate solution for the nonlinear transfer function of such
systems provided that the RDPS does not differ too much from
its mean value.

Let be the deviation of the RDPS of the ith span from
the mean RDPS , such that .
The cumulated dispersion at the beginning of the nth span can
then be expressed as

(16)

where accounts for a possible deviation of the precom-
pensation from its nominal value. The RDPS mismatch
is uniformly distributed with mean zero and distribution bound-
aries defined by the employed DCM. Taking above example
of DCM-20, the maximum mismatch corresponds to 10 km of
SSMF (i.e., ps ps ).

Assuming small deviations for all spans
and validity of (13) for , it can be shown that (9)
may be approximated as

(17)

This leads to the same single-span representation as in (14) but
with an equivalent precompensation of

(18)

For the special case of periodic dispersion maps with non-
random RDPS, the above equation reduces to the expression
given in (12).

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to apply the model to transmission of RZ-OOK sig-
nals, a single-span system is simulated numerically with the
commercially available simulation tool VPItransmissionMaker
which implements a split-step Fourier method.

A. System Setup

A general setup of a fiber-optic transmission system is shown
in Fig. 4. The considered modulation format is RZ-OOK with

Fig. 4. Generic setup of a transmission line consisting of � spans.

a duty cycle of 33% in a single-channel and a five-channel
WDM configuration, where the spectral efficiency of the
WDM configuration is 0.4 bit/s/Hz. The transmitted data are
de Bruijn binary sequences of length . Multiplexer and
demultiplexer filters are modeled as second-order Gaussian
bandpass filters with a 3-dB bandwidth of . A dispersion
precompensation stage after the transmitter is followed by

spans, each consisting of a single-mode fiber (SMF), a
dispersion compensation module (DCM), and an optical am-
plifier (OA). For all simulations, the SMF has an attenuation
coefficient of and a nonlinear coefficient
of . All simulation results can be scaled
to fibers with other attenuation and nonlinear coefficients by
adjusting the launch power for constant nonlinear phase shift
according to (15). Second-order group-velocity dispersion and
the nonlinear impact of the DCM have not been considered.
The optical amplifier compensates the span loss. The postcom-
pensation stage in front of the receiver is adjusted such that
the net residual dispersion is zero. The electrical filter after
ideal square-law detection of the optical signal is a fifth-order
Bessel low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of . The
bit-error ratio (BER) is estimated based on a Karhunen–Loève
expansion (assuming additive white Gaussian noise before the
optical demultiplexer filter) and saddle-point approximation
[23].

B. Nonlinear Threshold of Systems With Single-Periodic
Dispersion Map

In this section, the performance of RZ-OOK transmission is
assessed by means of the nonlinear threshold as a criterion. The
nonlinear threshold is defined as the average launch power that
results in an OSNR penalty of 1 dB with respect to the required
back-to-back OSNR for . This is a very convenient
measure since it is independent of the bit rate (i.e., the required
back-to-back OSNR), and it ensures that the nonlinear pertur-
bation is small enough to verify the condition of a weakly
nonlinear regime. Furthermore, it gives the maximum reason-
able launch power into a system, since increasing the launch
power beyond the nonlinear threshold would not yield a higher
OSNR margin at the receiver due to additional nonlinear distor-
tion of the signal.

Fig. 5 plots the nonlinear threshold for single-channel and
WDM transmission versus the parameters and
accounting for the type of the transmission fiber and cumulated
dispersion profile, respectively. The lower bound of the abscissa
corresponds to a bit rate of 10 Gb/s and a fiber dispersion of

ps nm , while the upper bound corresponds to
and ps nm . Within the validity range

of the model according to (13), this plot completely describes
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Fig. 5. Nonlinear threshold in dBm (contour line labels) for RZ-OOK modu-
lation and transmission of (a) a single channel with the bit rate� or (b) a ���
WDM signal over a single span with precompensation � . The dots indicate
configurations giving maximum nonlinear threshold for � � �� ���� and
� � �� �� 	
 ps��nm � ��.

the system performance for an arbitrary bit rate, fiber type and
dispersion map.

For example, the points of maximum nonlinear threshold
for a bit rate of 40 Gb/s and a fiber dispersion of

ps nm are indicated by the dots in Fig. 5(a).
With (12) the rule for optimum precompensation and residual
dispersion per span derived in [10], [11] can be directly repro-
duced (dashed line in Fig. 5). Measurements of the nonlinear
threshold e.g., in [24]–[26] of a simple single-span system can
thus be used to estimate optimum dispersion map parameters
and a lower bound for system reach of a certain modulation
format.

The same approach can be used for WDM systems (Fig. 5(b)).
However, the results are valid for a fixed number of WDM
channels and fixed spectral efficiency only. Fig. 6 compares the
maximum nonlinear threshold of single-channel transmission
with that of WDM transmission at a spectral efficiency of
0.4 bit/s/Hz. It should be noted that the nonlinear threshold for

(shaded region) is likely to be overestimated, since
the length of the simulated binary sequence is not sufficient to
correctly account for all intrachannel nonlinear distortions [16].
Indeed recent numerical results with sequence lengths up to

indicate that the nonlinear threshold does not increase for
larger values of [27]. Further note should be taken that
the results represent the nonlinear threshold due to nonlinear
impairments in the absence of net residual dispersion. In certain
scenarios the threshold can be further enhanced by careful
optimization of the net residual dispersion, e.g., in SPM-limited
systems (single-channel transmission at small in Fig. 6)
[28].

Fig. 6. Nonlinear threshold for optimized equivalent precompensation �
in the case of single channel (white circles) and � � � WDM (black circles)
transmission. Due to insufficient bit-sequence length, the nonlinear threshold is
likely to be overestimated in the shaded area, i.e., for large channel memory.

The comparison between single-channel and WDM trans-
mission reveals the severe impact of FWM for small ,
where the nonlinear threshold for WDM transmission can be
up to 10 dB lower than for the single-channel case. In con-
trast, there is negligible penalty due to interchannel nonlinear
effects for sufficiently large bit rate and/or dispersion

, i.e., in the pseudolinear regime [20]. The maximum non-
linear threshold is achieved in a tradeoff between inter- and
intrachannel nonlinear effects at . Assuming
available fiber with a maximum dispersion parameter of

ps nm , e.g., superlarge-effective-area fiber, the system
reach could be maximized with a bit rate of about 20 Gb/s per
channel as this would maximize the nonlinear threshold, while
minimizing the required received OSNR under the given con-
straints. A similar analysis for binary and quaternary DPSK
modulation can be found in [29].

C. Randomly Varying Residual Dispersion per Span

Due to length variations of the transmission fiber in each span
and granularity of DCM, the nominal RDPS can usually not be
guaranteed throughout a link. Therefore, it is important to es-
timate the consequences of an imperfect dispersion map on the
transmission performance [30]. In this example, transmission of
5 40 Gb/s RZ-OOK over a link consisting of 10 spans is con-
sidered. The precompensation is varied from 700 ps/nm
to 300 ps/nm in steps of 100 ps/nm. Two different uniform dis-
tributions of the RDPS are simulated:

1) mean RDPS: , maximum deviation:
(corresponding to a DCM-granu-

larity of 5 km SSMF),
2) mean RDPS: , maximum deviation

(corresponding to a DCM-granu-
larity of 10 km SSMF).

For negative precompensation values, a positive mean RDPS
has been assumed and vice versa. This way all dispersion maps
show either a monotonously increasing or decreasing cumulated
dispersion at the beginning of each span. A special case occurs
for zero precompensation, where the mean RDPS is assumed to
be zero. The equivalent precompensation is determined by
(16) and (18). For each of the two distributions, 1100 random
systems have been simulated. Fig. 7 plots the OSNR penalty
with respect to the required back-to-back OSNR versus pre-
compensation of the equivalent single-span system. Penalties
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Fig. 7. OSNR penalty for different values of equivalent precompensation.
Shown are the results of split-step Fourier simulations for transmission of 5 �
40 Gb/s RZ-OOK over different transmission lines: a single 80 km span with
launch power of 12 dBm per channel (circles), and 10 � 80 km SSMF with
uniformly distributed residual dispersion per span, varying precompensation
and 2 dBm launch power per channel (dots). The distribution parameters
are: (a) a mean of �� � � ��� ����� and a maximum deviation of
�� � ��� ����� and (b) a mean of �� � � �	� ����� and a
maximum deviation of �� � �	� �����.

for the equivalent single-span system (where )
are shown as a reference (circles). As long as mean RDPS and
RDPS variation are small enough, the qualitative match between
the single-span system and random multispan systems is satis-
factory (Fig. 7(a)). For equivalent precompensation in the range

the maximum error in
OSNR penalty is less than 0.5 dB. Also, the optimum system
configuration around a precompensation of about 200 ps/nm
is correctly estimated by the single-span system. However, for
larger mean RDPS and larger variation per span (Fig. 7(b)) ap-
proximation by the single-span model becomes too inaccurate
and the error in terms of OSNR penalty can approach 1 dB even
near the predicted optimum. The results in Fig. 7(b) also indi-
cate that the OSNR margin can be significantly reduced due to
DCM granularity, even when special care is taken to match the
optimum dispersion map as accurate as possible.

IV. CONCLUSION

The frequency-domain Volterra series expansion has been
reviewed in the context of dispersion map evaluation. Starting
from the Volterra transfer function of a concatenation of fiber
sections, an approximate solution for single-periodic disper-
sion-managed systems with precompensation and randomly
varying residual dispersion per span has been derived. In
this context, it was shown that under certain conditions an
arbitrary multispan system can be approximated by a simple
equivalent single-span system, where the precompensation of
the single-span system is defined through the dispersion map
parameters of the multispan system. This simplified model was

then applied to obtain optimum system parameters in the case
of RZ-OOK modulation, arbitrary bit rate, and fiber type. The
results indicate that without optimized net residual dispersion
at the receiver, the system reach of WDM transmission with
RZ-OOK modulation and a spectral efficiency of 0.4 bit/s/Hz
can be maximized by using a bit rate of 20 Gb/s per channel
and a superlarge-effective-area fiber with a dispersion param-
eter ps nm . Furthermore, it was shown that
the prediction of optimum system parameters by use of the
single-span model even holds in the presence of small random
variations of the residual dispersion per span. This is important
since these variations inevitably occur in practical systems due
to a given granularity of commercially available dispersion
compensating modules.

APPENDIX I
THE NONLINEAR TRANSFER FUNCTION OF A SINGLE FIBER

Substituting (3) into (2), discarding all terms of higher order
than 3 and comparing the terms of equal order yields two dif-
ferential equations for the Volterra kernel transforms
and [1]. They are solved by

(19)

and

(20)

where . With (3), (19), and (20) the
field envelope after propagation is

(21)

where

(22)

is a small perturbation accounting for the impact of fiber non-
linearity on the signal [6]. Examination of (21) reveals a serious
energy-divergence problem when the energy contained in the
nonlinear perturbation gets too large. Therefore, (21) is valid in
a weakly nonlinear regime only. This is covered in a greater de-
tail in [5]. However, in the scope of this analysis, the nonlinear
distortions are assumed small enough, such that the condition
of a weakly nonlinear regime is fulfilled.

There are two distinct contributions to the nonlinear perturba-
tion in (22), one stemming from the physical parameters of the
fiber and the other from the input signal . Thus, it makes sense
to define a nonlinear transfer function to describe the signal-in-
dependent part of the nonlinear perturbation. With the nonlinear
transfer function

(23)
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The nonlinear perturbation can be concisely written as

(24)

For spatial coordinate , the nonlinear transfer function
can be approximated to be independent of and re-

duces to as in (7).

APPENDIX II
THE NONLINEAR TRANSFER FUNCTION OF

MULTIPLE FIBER SECTIONS

Practical fiber-optic transmission systems consist of several
concatenated fiber sections. The physical parameters of the
fibers, such as length, group-velocity dispersion, attenuation
and nonlinear coefficient are likely to be different in each
section. Furthermore, the signal has to be amplified in certain
intervals. This can either be done between fiber sections with
discrete amplifiers such as e.g., erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
(EDFA) or distributed along the fiber using a Raman amplifica-
tion scheme [31]. Peddanarappagari and Brandt-Pearce derived
a solution for the field envelope after transmission over several
fiber sections including lumped amplifiers and amplifier noise
in [32]. However, due to its complexity it is quite unwieldy
and does not lend itself easily to analytic examination. In the
following derivation amplifier noise and consequently any
nonlinear interaction between the signal and amplifier noise are
not considered.

To derive the nonlinear transfer function of a system con-
sisting of multiple-fiber sections and amplifiers, including dif-
ferent amplification and dispersion compensation schemes, it is
useful to define gain and dispersion profiles of the transmission
link [6]. The gain profile can be defined as

(25)

where is the accumulated gain, accounts for dis-
tributed amplification, is the gain of lumped amplifiers po-
sitioned at and is Dirac’s delta function. Similarly, the
dispersion profile can be defined as

(26)

where is the overall cumulated dispersion at position and
is the cumulated dispersion of a lumped dispersion compen-

sation module at position .
The field envelope at the output of the th fiber section can

be expressed with the recursion

(27)

where and , , and
are the first-order kernel transform, the nonlinear transfer func-
tion and the length of the th fiber section, respectively. Please

note that since the nonlinear perturbation generated in each span
is assumed to be very small, it is neglected when calculating

. With (27) the output field envelope after trans-
mission over fiber sections is

(28)
where

(29)
is the nonlinear perturbation generated in the th fiber section
with , , and the length and non-
linear coefficient of the th fiber and gain and dispersion pro-
files and as defined in (25) and (26). To get a similar
notation as in the single-fiber case, the overall nonlinear pertur-
bation can be noted as

(30)

with the overall nonlinear transfer function of a concatenation
of fiber sections

(31)

It is easily verified that (23) is a special case of the above
equation with , no dispersion precompensation and no
distributed amplification. Further simplification is possible by
noting that the product of first-order kernel transforms in (28)
essentially describes the residual gain and dispersion

at the receiver. The overall first-order kernel transform
of the transmission line can thus be defined as

(32)

Analogous to the solution for a single fiber in (21) and (28) can
now be written as

(33)
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